
Super Bingo
Votex has united the caracteristics of the rotary mowers PT and Bingo into a new mower named the 
“Super Bingo”.  This machine is a universal rotary mower made for pasture topping, orchard mowing 
and to cut grass on recreation grounds, playing fields and the like.  

The frame has been made particularly rigid by using a box-type construction on the 
front and rear side. Long skids on the side and grass guides between the blades in a 
combination with a smooth underside prevents tilting and scalping, making large capacity 
and  increased working speeds possible. The renowned Votex “Duplo” blades excel in 
superior cutting quality and an excellent spread of the cut vegetation. The Super Bingo 
rotary mower has a particularly attractive price/quality ratio

 Universal rotary mower

 Overlapping blades

 ”Duplo” blades for excellent cutting quality  

 Even spread of the cut vegetation

 Very strong gearbox with spiral bevel gears

 Solid Votex quality Large steel covers for easy access
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Smooth underside and partitions.
No grass transport between the blades
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 High capacity due to smooth underside and  
 grass guides between the blades 

 Adjustment of the V-belts by split pulleys and 
 spacers. No jockey pulleys required! 

 High-capacity V-belts. Easy to change   
 without having to remove the blade

 Bearing houses with adjustable tapered   
 roller bearings

 Skids for excellent ground contours following

 Stepless side shift linkage

Votex Super Bingo 2/170 3/220 3/260 3/300 4/345 5/475
Cutting width (cm) 173 218 258 286 343 475
Overall width (cm) 190 230 270 299 356 489
Cutting height (cm) 2-15 2-15 2-15 2-15 2-15 2-15
Number of V-belts 1 2 2 2 3 4
Number of blades 2 3 3 3 4 5
Min. power required (kW) 20 24 28 33 37 45
Weight (kg)* 455 500 535 570 610 725

* Approximate weights

Hydraulic side shift Front-trailed linkage+ chain guard

Ground roller

Swivel wheels 190x8

 Universal PTO shaft with freewheel

 Front-trailed version

 Chain guard
 
 Swinging cutting/chopping blades

 High-speed gearbox (more shredding)

 Quick three-point linkage with lengthways 
 transport
 Mechanical/hydraulic side shift

 Indirect blade drive (larger offset)

 Swivel wheels (400x4 or 190x8)

 Back roller

Options:




